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Heaven is fun! In a happy place where she rides horses with her friends and takes sword lessons

from the angel Michael, one young angel's only chores are taking care of the puppies and kittens

that have gone to heaven and washing angel gowns. But every morning, she still sends a

hummingbird to check on her little sister back on Earth, so she can always be there when she's

needed, her sister's very own guardian angel. In My Sister is My Guardian Angel, Jeba and Sophia

Pandian paint an imaginative, colorful picture of a Heaven that is nothing to fear, but a bright and

better place for those we love that have passed on to be close to Jesus. And apart but not forgotten,

one young sister on Earth knows that the angels of our loved ones are always watching, always in

our hearts, taking care of us from beyond.
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Heaven is fun! In a happy place where she rides horses with her friends and takes sword lessons

from the angel Michael, one young angel's only chores are taking care of the puppies and kittens

that have gone to heaven and washing angel gowns. But every morning, she still sends a

hummingbird to check on her little sister back on Earth, so she can always be there when she's

needed, her sister's very own guardian angel. In My Sister is My Guardian Angel, Jeba and Sophia

Pandian paint an imaginative, colorful picture of a Heaven that is nothing to fear, but a bright and

better place for those we love that have passed on to be close to Jesus. And apart but not forgotten,



one young sister on Earth knows that the angels of our loved ones are always watching, always in

our hearts, taking care of us from beyond.

Jeba Pandian is employed by a very precocious 7-year-old, her daughter and co-author Sophia.

They live in Texas with Anbu, the best husband and father they could ask for. Anbu and Jeba had

their first daughter, Isabella, in 2007. A premature blessing, she passed away after five days in the

NICU. In 2009, however, the received they best gift ever in Sophia. Sophia had 1,001 questions

about Isabella, why she left and what she is doing, and so My Sister is My Guardian Angel was

born. Jeba and her family know that Isabella's life, though brief, left an everlasting blessing and

impact on their lives that they are thankful for every day.

This book is a tender look at a sweet child's vision of what her dearly departed sister does each day.

It is precious, and it is healing.
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